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What is strategy?

The organization of a firm in a way that predicts positive 
performance over the long run.

- It exists
- Managers can learn how to achieve it





But how do we know if a company 
has a good strategy? 

Notwithstanding tremendous interest in learning how 
to make strategy, and a clear definition, there is very 
little ability to score it.



This is even true within a specific 
school of thought

Positioning

Strategy is how to get to competitive 
advantage by occupying a lonely spot in the 
value proposition map.

“Competitive advantage is the fundamental 
basis [to achieve] above average 
performance in the long run". Porter (1985)

“Competitive strategy is about being 
different.” Porter (1996)



On the other hand, humans appear 
quite capable of scoring a strategy.



How to assess strategy?

They can listen, for example, to company statements, 
where companies emphasize their differences and 
unique value proposition (even within the same 
industry).



"Low fares. Nothing to hide. 
That’s TransFarency!".

"World’s Most Trusted 
Airline"

Consider Two Company Slogans



"Low fares. Nothing to hide. 
That’s TransFarency!".

"World’s Most Trusted 
Airline"

Low cost and transparency.
(cost leadership)

Appealing to cost-sensitive 
customers tired of extra 
fees.

Trust and global 
coverage
(variety and quality)

Appealing to those 
that want to get 
anywhere, reliably and 
on time.

Consider Two Company Slogans



A strategy analyst would quickly recognize:

1. Spirit Airlines also focuses on low-cost advantages.

2. Would compete more closely on the value proposition of 
Southwest, hurting its competitive advantage.

3. Southwest is less well positioned now than Delta (in this three 
firm comparison)

(this is not product differentiation, but value proposition!)

“Less Money, More Go”

Adding a third company



Now… expand on this idea

If an analyst was able to get the marketing materials for 
all airline carries, or even all U.S. companies. 

• Could she systematically map the differences and 
‘distance’ in the value propositions of firms? 

• Wouldn’t a measure of how ‘far’ is a company from 
others reflect better (or worse) strategic positioning, 
even if imperfectly?



But, where to get marketing 
materials?
Key insight:
• All growth-oriented 

startups advertise their 
value proposition early 
on in the same channel: 
their website.

In this paper…

We develop a novel machine learning approach to 
measure strategy using the founding websites of all 
firms.



Paper in a nutshell
Approach

• Using all founding websites of startups in Crunchbase and 
contemporaneous public company 10K. 

• We measure the distance in text of the words in these. 
• Most companies are obviously unrelated, but some do show important 

overlap.

• And then aggregate as a single Founding Strategy Score (how 
different it is from other firms at founding)

All software publicly posted here: 

Results: founding strategy predicts performance

• firms with a higher founding strategy score are more likely to exit

• These differences are appreciable even within the seed financing 
round.

Founding strategy can be measured, and it partially determines firm 
performance.
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Startups also position themselves at 
founding
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Setup

• A startup is born in a world with incumbents, indexed by 
𝑗 ∈ 1, … , 𝐽

• The value proposition of the startup has an elasticity of 
substitution with each incumbent 𝜖𝑗

• Leading to market power 
𝑀 = 𝑔(𝜖1, … , 𝜖𝐽)

• The firm realizes profit based on market power, Demand 𝐷,
and some random error

𝜋 = ℎ 𝑀,𝐷 𝜇



Definition: The Strategy Score

Definition. Strategy Score: 

• For any company, a measure of how good their strategy is 
(their ’strategy score’) 𝑆 > 0 is a scalar measure that can 
be positive and monotonically translated to higher market 
power through some positively increasing function 𝑓

𝑀 = 𝜁 𝑆 ,
𝜕𝜁

𝜕𝑆
> 0 ∀𝑆

• The goal of our paper is to develop an empirical approach 
to measure 𝑺.



Three insights to measuring founding 
strategy



Insight 1. 
Startups state their value proposition

While it is virtually impossible to measure the value the 
consumer sees on a firm (and the substitutability across 
firms, i.e. the 𝜖𝑗), it is possible to see what the firm 
thinks its value is. 

Assuming a certain level of similarity between the two.



Similarity

• For two statements 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑗 by a startup and a 
incumbent

𝜎𝑖𝑗 = ℎ 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 , 𝜎𝑖𝑗∈ [0,1]

• Distance
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 1 − 𝜎𝑖𝑗



Insight 2. 
one type of founding statement can 
be found for most startups

Their website. 

Startups trying to help consumers and other audiences 
learn about them state carefully what they are doing, to 
the best of their abilities.

(much more could be done to learn about audiences!)

e.g. Bourveau &

Breuer



Insight 3. 
Similarity in text can be measured 
through machine learning



From similarity to a strategy score

How to aggregate a pair-wise measure 
into a single score of positioning?

• Strategy theory emphasizes how 
‘lonely’ you are, focusing specifically 
in the few firms that are close.

• In industrial organization, we find 
oligopolistic rents decrease quickly 
and mostly disappear after 4 or 5 
competitors.





Also on role of competitive 
pressure to innovate

Mitsuri
Igami

Kosuke
Uetake



Quantifying text: text-as-data

1. Create a clean corpus 

• No stop words

• Only nouns 

• Appear in less than 20% of total documents



2. Embed the document as a vector 

• For each document, do a frequency count for 
each words in corpus

• Represent each document in a mathematical 
way 



3. Weight using TF-IDF algorithm 

• Change the entries of document vector to weights 
instead of word frequency.

• Give higher weights for rarer words.
• Term frequency count is compared to an inverse 

document frequency count, which measures the 
number of occurrences of a word in the entire corpus. 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗 × log2
𝑁

𝑛

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = Weight of term in document 𝐷𝑖 .

𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗 = Frequency of term 𝑇𝑗 in document 𝐷𝑖.

𝑁 = Number of documents in the specific year.
𝑛 = Number of documents that contains 𝑇𝑗.



Compare similarity

• Document vectors are in very high dimension spaces.

• The vectors are sparse (0 in most of entries), they carry the 
information about a companies product. 

• Comparing the angle between 
each two vectors can offer us 
their similarity. (Cosine similarity)

• 1 is two equal statements, 0 is 
two completely different 
statements.





Key differences to Hoberg and 
Phillips
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We bring together three distinct datasets

Growth Oriented 
Startup 

companies:

Crunch Base

Startup Historical 
Statements:

Way back Machine

Incumbent 
Performance: 

Contemporaneous 
10-K statements

While prior research has substantively used each of these datasets, 
often together, we provide the first automated approach to do so at 
scale



Growth Oriented Startup companies: 
crunchbase.com

• A list of most venture growth oriented startups in 
the US.
• Includes founding year, funding progress, and outcomes. 

• We subset of U.S. companies that have the website 
reported in the data, address and financing records.



Startup statements at founding:
Their website

• The Internet Archive keeps digital historical copies of all 
websites in the internet.
• All HTML tags and free text
• All images
• All publicly accessible unique links.

• It is free to scrape.

• Developed a scraper that finds the first (after founding) 
About Us or Product page in their historical website.



Public incumbent data: 10-K 
Statements

• All public companies are required to include in their 
annual report a “business description” section.

• SEC achieve has all required annual reports since 1997
• We use the business self-proposal part of text from 

each “annual report to shareholders” (Form 10-K) 



Text data-set summary

Pair wise scores

~ 70 million

广告营收

29%
10K Texts

~ 150 K

Companies 
Measured

~ 11K

Start - ups

~ 165K
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Summary Statistics

• Now put these similarity measures together into a 
Founding Strategy Score

𝑆𝑖 =
1

5


𝑗∈𝐽5

(1 − 𝜎𝑗) ,

𝐽5 = 5 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠



Founding Strategy Scores 



How many close competitors?



The Shape of Founding Strategy Scores 



Founding Strategy Score Examples

Student loans
0.64

0.75 0.86

0.84

(More differentiated)(Less differentiated)



Founding Strategy Score Examples

Top Scores

0.96 0.93

Bottom Scores

0.60 0.60
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Conclusions

• Better strategies are those that make firms more 
differentiated, thus allowing it to charge higher profits. 

• We develop a novel approach to measure founding 
strategy 
• Proposed an estimate – the founding strategy score
• And an approach to do it using public statements by startups 

and incumbents

• Our measure predicts three empirical regularities 
consistent with a measure able to score founding 
strategy.



Thank you!!


